
Gather requirements specific to your current on-premise/VDI environment

Understand use cases for varied user workload types, apps, and profiles

Demonstrate how WVD workloads can be configured/managed in Azure

Provide right-sizing recommendations on hosts, applications, and users

Evaluate and discuss Microsoft WVD architecture, pricing and licensing

Showcase potential cost optimizations, discounts, and partner benefits

Microsoft's Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) offers desktop and app
virtualization service on Azure. While WVD provides several benefits like
multi-session deployments, unified management of Windows desktop and apps, and
more, the question remains—is it really the right fit for your environment?

WHY CAMBAY

Microsoft Gold Managed Service
Partner (MSP)

Deep expertise in Microsoft Azure
across underlying technologies in
compute, identity, networks,
storage, and applications.

Helped large enterprises realize
their productivity and benefits on
Microsoft Azure

Accelerate time to value and
ensure that their environments
are right-sized to best meet end
user requirements.

Cambay’s WVD Assessment
Cambay’s 2-Day WVD Assessment will evaluate WVD on Azure and provide you data
and recommendations for readiness assessment to deploy Azure-based Windows
Virtual Desktops. During this two-day assessment, our WVD experts will discuss
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Duration & Cost
$2,500 for a WVD 2-day
assessment

Key Deliverables

Windows Virtual
Desktop Assessment

Multi-session deployments that delivers a full Windows 10 enterprise
user experience with flexibility and scalability in the cloud

How to bring existing Remote Desktop Services (RDS) and Windows
Server desktops and apps to any computer

How to virtualize both desktops and apps including Microsoft 365, your
Line of Business (LoB) and other third-party apps for enterprise and
optimize these to run in multi-user scenarios

How to manage Windows Server, Windows 10, and Windows 7 desktops
and apps with a unified management experience plus FREE
Extended Security updates for Windows 7 desktops

Visualize the centralized dashboards to manage hosts, applications,
data besides diagnostics and security tools


